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Partnership Terminology
Distribuin Z/
q> "Liquidating distribution"
A distribution of money or other property that is made in liquidation
of a partners interest.
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1 "Current distribution"
A distribution of money or other property that is not a liquidating
distribution.
4> "Advance" or "draw"
* A distribution against a partners distributive share of partnership
income. Advances are not treated as a distribution until the last day
of the partnership taxable year.
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Partnership General Rules Governing
Distributions WA*/'
4> Gain or Loss Recognition
I Distributee partner generally recognizes no gain or loss upon the
receipt of a distribution of cash or other property from the
partnership.
" The partnership likewise generally recognizes no gain or loss as a
result of the distribution.
- Section 731(a)
% Partner's Basis in Distributed Property
- Partnership's basis & holding period in the distributed property
carries over to distributee partner.
* Section 732 [Basis] and Section 1223(2) (Holding Period]
q Partner's Basis in Partnership Interest
- Distributee partner's basis in his/herlits partnership interest is
reduced by the amount of basis allocated to the distributed property.
• Section 733.
0 Effect on Partnership Basis in Remaining Partnership Assets
- Partnership's bases in remaining partnership assets are unaffected
by the distribution.
- Section 734(a)
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The fPartner
WAS4
Exceptions
tThe distribution includes an amount of cash
that is
U> In excess of the distributee's basis in
his/her/its partnership interest,
Then
q Gain is recognized to the extent of the
excess.
The gain so recognized is generally
capital gain.
I
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Partnership
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
The Distributee Par'ner"
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Exceptions
Cash in Excess of Basis Exception
For the purpose of applying the "cash in excess of
basis" exception, "marketable securities" are
generally, but not always, considered "money" [to the
extent of their FMV].
0 Section 731(c).
Exceptions:
q> Distribution is to the partner that originally contributed the
marketable security to the partnership.
q> The marketable security was not a marketable security when
it was acquired by the partnership.
l> Distributions by "investment partnerships" to "eligible
partners."
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistributee Partne,
5/Id6 /
Exceptions
Recapture of Pre-Contribution Gain
In the case of a distribution of property other than
money,
4ff-
The distributee has a deferred net Section 704(c)(1)(B)gain built into his/herlits partnership interest as Of the
date of the distribution,
* Section 737 generally accelerates that gain by requiring
the distributee to recognize gain to the extentof the
lesser of-
- The excess of the FMV of the distributed property over the distributee's
. basisin the partnership interest [reduced by any money distributed In the
same transaction), or
- The net amount of the dilstributee's Section 704(c) deferred gain that would
be recognized under Section 70c ()(B) If 1ll o the disbibute partiers
Section 704(c) assets had been doisrbuted oother partners.
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Partnership
Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:
Th itiue ate
Partnership The Basic
Distributions The
Exceptions
51id 7
Distribution Rules:
Distribute e atf
Exceptions
Recapture of Pre-Contribution Gain
Note:
t Section 737 is not applicable to deferred Section
704(c) losses.
Note:
t "Section 737 gain" -
• Increases the partnership's basis in the Section 704(c) property
contributed by the distributee
4 [regardless of whether a Section 754 election is In effect], and
* Reduces the amount of any additional Section 704(c) gain the
distributee partner must subsequently recognize.
"Disproportionate Distributions"
Disproportionate distributions of
unrealized receivables and substantially
appreciate inventory.
* The distributee partner receives more or less
than hislherlits share of unrealized receivables
and substantially appreciated inventory,
U Then
* Section 751(b)otaxes both thedistributee
partner and the partnership.
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
51W9 /
Exceptions
"Disproportionate Distributions"
0 The distributee partner and the partnership-are
taxed as if-
The distributee first received his/her/its proportionate
share of the partnership's
1. unrealized receivables and substantially appreciated Inventory,
and
2. other assets
[with the normal Section 731-737 recognltlon/basisletc. tax
consequences],
q and then
In a fully taxable exchange between the distributee and the
partnership, exchanged
1. those assets that the distributee was treated as having
received, but did not actually receive, for
2. those assets that were actually received.
Exceptions
"Disproportionate Distributions"
i Purpose of Section 751(b):
* To reserve character of ordinary income appreciation,
* To prevent shifting of the ordinary income from one
partner to another.
* Part of an Integrated (but imperfect) system that
includes:
+ Section 704(c);
4 Section 724;
4 Section 732(c)(1);
4 Section 735(a);
4 Section 737;
4 Section 751(a).
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Partnership
Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The Basic bistribution Rules:The biktpibu fee Partner
S/id 1J ;
Exceptions
"Disproportionate Distributions"
4 Many tax practitioners and tax scholars consider
these extraordinarily complex rules to be
unnecessary and inequitable (e.g., accelerate
timing of recognition for no sound policy reason).
u These rules are seriously deficient in terms of
achieving their policy objective.
* For example: FW I PSBW
I1 1 $100 1$100
The partnership disftbuftr I : $100 1 $10
to equal Partner A all of the Inwntory 1 amd
to equal Parter B oil of te mventory 2.
Result: Shift in the inmdence of the $45 of ordiaipy incm fmw Partn A to Art a/
I
Exceptions
"Disproportionate Distributions"
4 Section 751 (b) is inapplicable to certain
distributions:
*The partnership has only one class of propert (i.e.,
"Section 751 asset" class and "non-Section 75-1 asset"7
class];
* The distributee partner receives hislher proportionate
share of assets in each class
• The distributee partner receives back property originally
contributed to the partnership by him/her;
* The distribution is a cash advanceldraw against the
distributee's share of partnership income;
* The distribution is taxable urider Section 707 (a) through(c);
* The distribution is taxable under Section 736(a).
m I
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Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:
hisfiue Patnmel
In General
Basis of bistributed Property
0Under Section 732,
• The basis to the distributee partner of
the distributed property is generally
equal to the partnership's basis in such
property immediately prior to the
distribution.
U
The Basic Distribution Rules;
The istibutee Partne,
Slide 14
Exceptions
Basis of bistributed Property
%If-
• The partnership's basis in distributed property exceeds
the distributee's predistribution basis in his/her/its
partnership interest,
t Then,
* Under Section 732(a)(2), the distributee's basis in the
distributed properties Is limited to his/her/Its
predistribution partnership Interest basis, and
• This basis is generally allocated between the distributed
S.assets In-the manner required-by Section 732(c).
Page 7
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Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:The bistributee Par'tner
5Iide15 ,'
Exceptions
Basis of Distributed Property
%lf-
- The distributee acquired his/herlits interest in the
partnership in a sale or exchange transaction or upon the
death of a former partner, and
" A Section 754 election was not In effect with respect to
the acquisition,
t Then
Under Section 732(d),
4 The distributee may nevertheless be entitled (or, in some
cases, required), under Section 732(d), to treat the basis of
the distributed property distributed as if it had been
adjusted under the optional basis adjustment provisions of
Section 743(b) upon the acquisition of his interest
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistributee Patner
Skd 16 7
I Exceptions
Basis of Distributed Property
t In the case of "marketable securities" treated as
"money" under Section 731(c),
,- The distributee partner's basis in such marketable
securities will be the amount initially determined under
Section 732, and then
* Increased by the amount of gain recognized on account
of the distribution of those marketable securities.
U I
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The Basic Distribution Rules:The bistribut ee Partner
3Is 1 /
Exceptions
Distribution of Encumbered Property
Rev. Rul. 87-120:
q First:
- Increase the distributee partner's adjusted basis in
hislher partnership interest by the amount of the
encumberance;
4 Then.
* Decrease each partner's basis (including the
distributee partner's) in their respective partnership
interests under Section 752(b).
I I
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
The *itiueaPr~
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Exceptions
Holding Period in bistributed Property
k Under Section 735(b),
The distributee is permitted to
"tack" the partnership's holding
period in the distributed properties
onto hislherlits own.
U I
The Basic Distribution Rules:Partnership
Distributions
In General
Characterization of Post-distribution Gain or Loss
' Section 735(a) sets forth special rules
under which
* post-distribution gain or loss realized by a
distributee upon a subsequent sale of
" distributed unrealized receivables or inventory
* may be characterized as ordinary income or
loss
* regardless of the character of the property in
the distributee's hands.
TheV itrbtepartner
_VA 2 1I
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
5de 21 /
In General
Post-Distribution Cost Recovery
t Section 168(i)(7) provides that a distributee
receiving a Section 731 distribution of recovery
property generally must compute cost recovery
deductions as would the partnership if the
property had not been distributed,
" But only to the extent that the distributee's basis in the
property does not exceed the partnership's basis.
* The distributee therefore "steps into the shoes of the
partnership," and is therefore bound by all MACRS
elections made by the distributing partnership.
q Exception:
* This rule does not apply to constructive distributions
triggered by partnership terminations under Section708('o)(1 )(1O.
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistributee Partnw
5,j. 22 /
Exceptions
Partner's Basis in Partnership Interest
k>Under Section 733,
The distributee's partnership interest
basis reduced (but not below zero),
4 by the amount of money and
+the distributee's adjusted basis of any other
property received in the distribution.
h a
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Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistributee Partner
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The Basic Distribution Rules:The~ b/stributee Partner
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In General
Liquidating Distributions: Nonrecognition
'> Distributions by a continuing partnership in complete
liquidation of a partner's interest are governed by Section7396,1
Under which distributions attributable to a distributee's
interest in partnership property are generally taxed
under thegeneral distribution provisions of Sections 731
through 735, 737, and 751(b).
0 If a liquidating distribution is received in connection with the
liquidation and termination of the partnership itself (as
distinguished from the liquidation of a single partner's
interest),
All distributions (including distributions with respect to
unrealized receivables and goodwill) are taxed under
Sections 731 through 735, 737, and 751 (b), without
reference to Section 736.
In General
Liquidating Distributions: Nonrecognition
q> Except to the extent that a liquidating
distribution results in a Section 736(a)
payment or a Section 751(b)
exchange,
Section 731 generally prevents the
recipient of a liquidating distribution
from recognizing either gain or loss.
I
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Distributions
The Basic Distribution Rules:The bistr/butee Partner
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Exceptions
Liquidating Distributions: Nonrecognition
t As is the case with respect to current distributions,
The distributee must recognize gain to the extent the amount
of money (plus the FMV of certain marketable securities)
distributed exceeds his/her/its predistribution partnership
interest basis.
t The distributee may recognize a loss, but only if-
. The liquidating distribution consists solely of money,
unrealized receivables, and/or inventory, and
" The amount of money and the distributee's basis in the
unrealized receivables and Inventory Is less than
his/her/its predistribution partnership interest basis.
In General
Liquidating Distributions: Basis of Distributed Property
% Under Section 732(b) & (c), the distributee must allocate his/herrits
entire basis in the partnership interest to all of the assets received
in the distribution.
Basis Is generally allocated as follows-
- Firs, to cash,
* 4 Then to unrealized receivables and Inventory,
* But only to the extert of the partnershp's basis in such assets rd the
disbes partwship interesi basis is not suffiien to give the distrilbisee a
basis in these assets equel to that of the partnership. then the distrite'sbasis is ailocated to wuneaized receivables and inventory in ion to thepartnerships basis in such assets, not in proportion to their =a mat values].
* And finallyto ail other distributed assets
..- Fkst-. -To th extetf the pevt.ship's basis invthe assets, in proportion to the
partnership's basis in such assets[not in proportion to their fair market values]:
* Then: On the basis of relative appreciation, to the extent thereof; and
* Fially. On the basis of relative FMV.
X
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Exception
Liquidating Distributions: Basis of Distributed Property
%ff-
• The distributee acquired his/herfits interest in the partnership in
a sale or exchange transaction or upon the death of a former
partner, and
* A Section 754 election was not in effect with respect to the
acquisition,
1 Then
Under Section 732(d), the distributee may nevertheless be
entitled (or, in some cases, required), under Section 732(d), to
treat the basis of the distributed property distributed as if it had
been adjusted under the optional basis adjustment provisions of
Section 743(b) upon the acquisition of his interest
The Basic Distribution Rules:The bistributino Par tership
SA* 2e 7
In General
Nonrecognition by Partnership
OSection 731 (b) generally
prohibits the recognition of gain
or loss by the distributing
partnership.
- I
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistibutino Partnershi,
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Exceptions
if- Recognition of Pre-Contribution Gain
* The distributed property is property that was contributed by
another partner to the partnership in exchange for a
partnership interest,
tland if
* Such contribution was made within the 5 years preceding the
date of the present distribution,
t and if
* As of the date of the distribution, there remains any deferred
Section 704(c) gain or loss with respect to such property,
q>then
* Under Section 704(c)(1 )(B) & (2), the contributing partner must
enerally recognize all of the remaining deferred ction
04(c) gain or Foss with respect to such property.
The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistribut'no Partnershig
Si /
Exceptions
bisproportionate bistributions
qDisproportionate distributions of
unrealized receivables and
substantially appreciate inventory.
& Section 751(b), supra.
m
J
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bisributino Partnershi
5iid*31 ,'-
In General
Basis in Retained Assets
%Under Section 734(a),
The partnership's basis in its
remaining, undistributed assets is
generally unaffected by the
distribution.
I
The Basic Distribution Rules:SPartnership
Distributions
i Exceptions
Section 754 Election
0If a Section 754 election is in effect for the
distribution,
" Section 734(b) requires adjustments be made to
the partnership's undistributed assets,
* To account for any gain or loss recognized by
the distributee and for any differences between
the partnership's basis in the distributed assets
and the basis that the distributee takes in those
assets.
" Section 755 and the regulations thereunder
prescribe the manner in which these
adjustments are to be made.
U I
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The Basic Distribution Rules:The iiti ui oP r n Partnership
Distributions
Section 734(b)
Section 755 Allocation of Basis
Step 1: The partnership's assets are divided into two
classes under 755(b): "capital gain assets" (capital
assets and 1231 (b) property) and "ordinary income
assets" (all other partnership assets).
0 The division of partnership assets into capital gain assets
and ordinary income assets-involves a careful analysis of all
partnership assets, both tangible and intangible, including
those, such as goodwill, that may not be reflected on the
partnership's books.
u This analysis may involve factual problems, but generally
does not present analytical difficulties.
Section 734(b)
Section 755 Allocation of Basis
Step 2: A determination is then made as to the class
of assets to which the Section 734(b) adjustment is
allocated.
q: Step 2A: If the Section 734(b) adjustment Is the result of an
increase [or decrease] in the distributee's basis in the
distributed assets [as compared with the partnership's basis
In such assets] of a certain class,
* the basis of retained partnership assets of the same class isdecreased [or increased] by that amount
% Ste p 2B: If the Section 734(b) adjustment is a consequence
of the recognition of gain or loss by the distrlbutee,
* the adjustment is allocated entirely to the partnership's
retained capital assets.
William and Mary Tax Institute
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
Thp 1istrihutino Paratng,'hin
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Section 755 Allocation of Basis
Step 3: The Section 734(b) adjustment is then allocated to
specific assets in the appropriate class.
% The adjustment attributable to a class of partnership assets is
allocated among the assets in the class "in a manner which has the
effect of reducing the difference between the fair market value and
the adjusted basis of partnership properties,"
unless the partnership receives permission to make this allocation In
another manner under the Regulations.
% Thus the adjustment is allocated so as to reduce proportionately
the difference between the fair market value and the adjusted basis
of each asset in the class.
" If the adjustment increases the basis of assets in the class,
4 then any loss assets In that class are excluded from the allocation.
" Conversely, if the adjustment decreases asset bases,
4 gain assets are excluded.
Section 734(b)
Section 755 Allocation of Basis
In applying these allocation rules, the basis of an
asset cannot be increased above its FMV [or reduced
below zero].
4 If an adjustment is allocated to a class in which the
partnership does not have the requisite retained appreciated
[or depreciated] property,
* The excess adjustment is "suspended":
4 It is applied to subsequently acquired property in that class
to the extent of that property's post-acquisition
appreciation [or depreciation] in value.
w-
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The Basic Distribution Rules:
The bistributino Partnarshin
5fi* 37 /
Exceptions
Section 751(b)
0The partnership's basis in the assets
it "acquired" in a hypothetical Section
751(b) exchange is equal to their cost
under Section 1012
[regardless of whether a Section 754
election is in effect].
5v/&-V1
0Any "Section 737 gain" recognized by
the distributee
" increases the partnership's basis in the
Section 704(c) property contributed by
the distributee (regardless of whether a
Section 754 election is in effect], and
* reduces the amount of any additional
-Section 704(c) gain the distributee must
subsequently recognize.
1 1
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
'Current," and either
S Proportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no 751 assets"
V The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
90% 10%
A/S =5$900K AB=IO
12/31/03 12131/03
AJ 12/31/03
Partnership
with Cash cabuions in1
1,3by Partnes A-T
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A Is
' urrent.' ow either l
-"Proportionate' [only the distriuton to Partner A
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.The pcrerhip owns no "751 assets
The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. la, except--
T to Partner A is
S and either
•* rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "8751 assets'
v The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
90% 10%
AB =S900K A/1 =$100K
12/31/03 12/31/0
B--J 12310
jNan- mhip FMV= !lartnerh FMlSp0
Ammts: Balanc She ~e Bh 1
ko.71 M: Patners FlY = S 30K
13iJ: Inakle Sams - SSWel
Salient Facts: Same as Ex. la, except--
The di*jgi to Partner A is
41quidotijnd either
rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or4
*The partnership owns no "8751 assets
• The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
90% 10%
AMD =$90K AIB =$100K
12/31/03 12/31/03
A-J 12/1/03
Partnelrship
$
-Vide 41
6*bA I , 0
N.M.1 at Gh
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" 'Current,' and either 1
* Poportionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
.The partnership owns no 751 assets"
" The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
90% 10%
A/S =$900K A/ =$100K
1Z/31/03 A1/03
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" Current.' and either
- Proportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted), or
-The partnership owns no "51 assets"
v The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
iLam a
- 5Wid 43
su .cted h1 "M, ,
Iwdb Pu i. k~oen~ht
0Owwtw of bwhmbtm
hweOfb*w y6
Iwwb41k.f s NP
$20KC
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 2a, except--
Thiitn to Partner A is
wdaakiti and either t A
*. rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no '8751 assets'
v The partnership has no assets subje-t to 5704(c)
90% 10%
ASB -=$900K -ATB =S$100OK
12/31/03 -. 12/31/03
i rkb- ii 11 ,.. I ,-I
CbwllCtw of rki. l L-0
Pint w - hqwln /
Prw kO l"*w
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Capital
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N/A
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
SCurrnt," and either I
Proortionte" (only the distribution to Partner A
iThdepicted], or
I The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
90% 10%
AB = $ 900K AB $ 100K
12/31/03 12/31/03 FMV - K
1/03 A/B = $ 30K
S A-J 12/31/03
a rtnership
P\ /
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" "Current' and either
.Pr9portionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "8751 assets'
" The partnership has no assets subject to 6704c)
90% 10%
AD =5900K ..S1K
12/31/03 1/93 . ..
6"A
Hb Folid im O-,r6W
aww-.fw of bwmmtkuw
nC'v,, 
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 3a, except--
Thedistribonto Partner A is*l"k~iatig~lndeither
o t eonite r[only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "S751 assets'
v The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
90% 10%
AI = S 900K A1BD= S1OOK
1MI/3 1//Mo3 
FMV - $ K
/ AJ A/8 -$30K
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 3a, except--
Th~to Partner A Is
.. rtionat [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no 751 assets"
V The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
4 C n." and either 1
i .rapornte [only the distribution to Partner Aasdepicted]. o
-The partnership owns no 751 assets'
V The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
U? A
90% 10%
A/B = $ 900K AS =$100K
12/31/03 12/31/03 FMV - $ 30K
A/B -$140K
A-J 12/31/03
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A Is
' Current.- and either1
•Pirortionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
Is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "S751 assets'
lThe partnership has no assets subject to 9704(c)
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 4a, except--
Th distribuionto Partner A is
either
• -prtionat¢" [only the distribution to Pa.rtnev A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no I751 assets'
T he partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
1W103 213A)3FMV 
- 30K(k - 2 3 / 3 A / 8 - $ 14 0 K
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saw$ - SI partnrship C82MIa
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 4. except--
.distribution to Partner A is
udatin.l either l
rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no -r51 assets'
The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
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Tax Consequences to
Partner A
William and Mary Tax Institute
December 2, 2000
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
V 'Current,' and either 1
SPrZportionate; [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no 8751 assets'
I The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
90% 10%A
AMD = S900K AM cD 100K
12/3/03 12/3103 FMV =$200K
( ~ 1231/03 A/B =$30K
yPartnership
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" 'Current.' and either
* Proportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is de*cted], or
-The partnership owns no "71 assets'
" The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
90% 10%
A/M =$900K A/B =$100K
12/31/03 r2/1/03
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 5a, except--
t to Partner A is
Tl qudatin-'and either
s lr rtionote" [only the distribution to Partner A
idepcted], or
-The partnership owns no 1751 assets"
V The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
90% 10% A
AJB =S900K * B AI=$ 100K
12/31/03 12/31/03 ....
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 5a, except--
The dislhtonto Partner A Is
I a nd either l
*Proportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is dpcted], or 5 8
*The partnership owns no '751 assets'
V The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
90% 10% 
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William and Mary Tax Institute
December 2, 2000
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" 'Current.' and either 1
draptot te" [only the distribution to Partner A
es d ),tej or
-The partnership owns no '8751 assets"
" The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
90% 10%
AB S900K AD $100K -
12l3/03 12/31/03 FMV - $ 135K
1 0 A/B = $ 200K
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
V "Curret.' and either 1
- "roportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no 751 assets'
.( The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
IM WA1NoAd.
90% 10%/ 0 ai~~iO
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 6a, except--
Tihe h-ibuti, .to Partner A is
1"LiclotingIlond either
rtionate" (only the distribution to Partner A
is dpcted], or
-The partnership owns no "71 ossets'
,' The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c) •
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William and Mary Tax Institute
December 2, 2000
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
S"Curret." and either 1
- Prp rtinate" [only the distribution to Partner Ais depicted]. or
. The partnership owns no 751 assets"
"The partnership has no assets subject to 1704(c)
90% 10%
AMD = $ 900K A/B =$100K
12/31/03 12/31/03 FMV = $ 170K
123/3 A/B =$ 60KA-J 12/31/03
PartnershiV
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A Is
Cuwrent," and either
SPropo.rtionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
Is depicted], or
*The partnership owns no "751 assets"
V The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
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William and Mary Tax Institute
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 7a, except--
The dstbuti to Part er A isll-ducatin .l:jl ether
* .oprtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "5751 assets"
I The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
90% f* 10%
A/B = S 900K A =S11001K
12/31/03 1 1231/031
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Tax Consequences to
Partnership 
I
William and Mary Tax Institute
D~ecember 2, 2000
I q
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
V 'Current,' and either 1
- =Popotionate [only the distribution to Partner A
d cted], or
.The partnership owns no "751 assets'
." The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
r~~I) FMV - $ 200K
90% 10% A/B - $ 8OK
A/B =$900K AIB =$100K
12/31/03 12/31/03
A-J 12/31103 FMV - $ 200K
'rne hip A/B = $ 1ooK
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
S"Current.' and either
rportonate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted), or
*The partnership owns no 751 assets'
" The partnership has no assets subject to 6704(c)
FMV =_. .200K
A/B - 8K
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 8a, except--
The di-butinto Prtner A is
- LVidatinJand either
rtionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no '751 assets"
V The partnership has no assets subject to 5704(c)
90% 10%
A/M =$ 900K AM =$100K
12/31/03
A-J 12/31/03 A/B - $ OOK
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 8a, except--
Th5.i1rtionnto Partner A is
-1L.iidcatingjland either
TV rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership oaws no '751 assets'
V The partnership has no assets subject to 8704(c)
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Tax Consequences to
Partner A
William and Mary Tax Institute
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" 'Current,' and either
-'Proportionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is dipicted], or
.The partnership owns no "8751 assets'
The partnership has no assets subject to 597 .
~ FMV=$200K $200K
90% 10% A/B-$ 50K $1SOKD =SS0K II A/ =B 100K
12/31/03 12/"31/03 &
A-J 12/31/03 FMV - $ 135K
2arteShip A/B = $ 200K
Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" "Current. and either
'ropo.rtionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "751 assets'
" The partnership has no assets subject to 7.
FMV-$200K $200K
90% 10% A/B=$ 50K $150K
S=00KXAA =$1-K12/31/03 1/3 AL
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 9a, except--
Tht diiution to Partner A is
il. uilat Jnd either
rtionote- [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
-The partnership owns no "5751 assets'
v The partnership has no assets subject to 570041a.
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
" "Current," and either 1
SProportionate" [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
.The partnership owns no "1751 assets'
" The partnership has no assets subject to 57
0* FMV=$200K $2001
90% 10 A/B=$ 50K $ 301
AM =$900K A/ =$100K
12/31/03 1/03
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Tax Consequences to
I Partnership
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 10a, except--
The dstributito Partner A is
fl.Lquidatin'l Jeither
grtionot [only the distribution to Partner Ais depicted], or
-Th prtnrsipowns no '6751 assets'V The patniership has no assets subject to 570
FMV=$200K $200K90% 10% A/B=$ 50K 30K
A/B =$900K AID =$100K1M/3/03 1Z/31/03 .
12A-J/
partnership $200KBaane1 $ 30K
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. lOa, except--
Th t o Partner A Is
idat, . = either
• ron.t [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted]. or
-The partnership owns no '51 assets"
v The partnership has no assets subject to S7
vFMV=$200K $
90% 10% A/B-$ 50K $
A/M a$900K AMB =$ 100K
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 10b, except--
* Land N was contributed to the Partnership in 1999 by
Partner B
* At the time of the contribution. Partner B's basis in
Land N was $30K and its FMV was $140K.
FMV=$200K $200K
90% 10% A/B=$ 50K $ 30K
AMB $S900K AS =:$ 100K
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Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 10b, except--
* Land N was contnbuted to the Partnership in 1999 by
Partner B
* At the time of the contribution, Partner B's basis in q
Land N was $30K and Its FMV was $140K.
r9AC&PA1 &SO AM INDb
90% 10%
ASD z$900K ASB *$100K
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William and Mary Tax Institute
December 2, 2000
Salient Facts: Same as Ex. 10b, except--
Land N was contributed to the Partnership in[ =99 __by ___________
Partner B
At the time of the contribution. Partner Bs basis in
Land N was $30K and its FMV was $140K.
y FMV=$2OOK
90% 10% AIB=$ 50K
AMB =$900K AIB =S100K
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William and Mary Tax Institute
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
Cumrrent.- and either
* Prortinate" [only the distribution to Partner Ais depicted], or
.The partnership owns no "8751 assets-
v Asset Y (together with $75K in cash) was contributed
to the art-n hip by Partner A in 2000 when it had
isto Pare 5K and aF oMV $40K.
90% 10%
AIB = $900K A/B =5S100K
12/31/03 12/31/03 FMV $ 150K
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Salient Facts:
The distribution to Partner A is
' Current." and either
- Proportionate' [only the distribution to Partner A
is depicted], or
.The partnership owns no 751 assets'
- Asset Y (together with $75K in cash) was contributed
to the partnership by Partner A in 2000 when it had
a stoPartner A 5 Ianda FMV of $40K.IA
90% 10% A
ABS = $ 900K AI- =1OK
12/31/03 12/31/03 FMV $ $ 150K
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William and Mary Tax Institute
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Salient Facts:
Same as Example 11o. except that Asset Y was
contributed to the partnership by Partner A in 2000
when It had a basis to Partner A of $25K and a FMV of$90K.
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Salient Facts:
Same as Example 11a, except that Asset Y was
contributed to the partnership by Partner A in 2000
when it had a basis to Partner A of $25K and a FMV
of $90K.
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Salient Facts:
Same as Example 11b, except that Asset Y was
contributed to the parnehr-ipbParner A in 1993(when Ihad a basis to Partnetr of 25K and a FMV
of $9O14
tooo o0 I IM-- WA AcU.
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Salient Facts:
Same as Example Ila, except that
Asset Y was €ontributed to the partnership by Partner
A in 2000 wherl It had a basis to Partner A at $25K
and a FMV of $65K, and
The partnership also distributed $120K in cash.
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AeX: Ban5$ 4 -: bodSie m$901
Non47Sl FNV-.S I =501
A~et Y: aaaw S 2
$40K
Capital
$120K
$20K
P/S Tacks
Opends m A
$0
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Salient Facts:
Same as Example Ila. except that
* The land, and not Asset Y, was distributed to
Partner A.
* Partner A had contributed the land to the partnershiI
in 2000 at a time when his basis in the land was $301C
and its FMV was $70K.
90% 0
A/1 =$900K A/B =S100K
12l/o/03 12/3 FMV - $150K
Meet1/3/0 A1 -et $ 30K:Ini.Bai
A-J
i, a tn r h A-J Patn rs ip 1
LdFMV= $ lSOKL4"I:kk.o8 86 6 S 30 4 P artn Mh k C w h d
Non4751 FMV-S SO $Z lpmer k FMVI$ S R
ANS X, Basis . $ k Indo Sas - 3100K
Non471 MV: S 100 P- h 1r*dFVm - mZ547K
IA18et Y: Bl9 $ 2546: " -$0
r'4LaP~q - Am
LIIF7QwIv
Okwvt P" m Ofrbood
, 
Puq - W ?
Chl, w.0 blffh ''0
$o
N/A
$30K
P/S Tadcts
b$ods an A
$70K
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Salient Facts:
ABC partnership was for=ed by A, B, and C in 2000 by
equal contributions of cash.
L I ~AP~
2/3 || 1/3AM= $ 200K AMB =S100K Building
12/31/03 L 12/31/03 FV 10
./ ki I A/B -$60KA-J 12/31/03
,Part'nership
fA $10K
d v w ,. Orhnary
k9be i Od, -- .fw $11OK
d,1 Pd , kh, P/S Tacks
Om.f D bwepands o A's iL
I & o Applc4
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December 2, 2000
Salient Facts:
*ABC fZ r arned b .B n n20
by=qul of cash, and
* There Is no agreement as to which non-5ection 751
asset Is deemed to be distributed to Partner A.
A/B c S 200KI y1O
17./31/03 U 12/31/03 F V -$ 1 0i6 I I/ A/ - $190K/ A-J 12]/31/03
BI-SmlPrnethp ep
FMV - $120 Plarmld FMIsoBads, .ll S &¢ P. l I I S20
- C~gePAP~ ~I~dl 19A
51A Slie6
954 N/A
Ordinary
T Basis in
$20K & I
Basis In
Land $10K
T Basis In
Wilding
$20KC &
Basis in
Land $10K
Immediate
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Salient Facts:
* Samee Examjle 12b. =xcept that the p r trs agree 'u.,p f 10
that Partner will be d to hove initially
received a 2/3 interest in the Building. 4 ,,
2/3 1/3 j j
A/B z: $ 200K AMB = $ 100K
IMIl/03 12121M0] =MV $120K
12/1/0 A/B -$90K
Bneuiln FMV1 $1201 . .. ilV-$ 10so
BMW-,:,] S $ Par mr  hbInsde It. 10K
SIdin. Im V" $1OI~ l m r  FMV- S 10KI
• Bsis $110K8&rc: k.de Basis = $20WK
Ow - -6 ar L,
Bob M Ob~ftoad ft swy
H, ddl P.idl i. 0iersea
Owas f Ow~rbweg
14 -Dm,,.~~r 2. lai I PA $0
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